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ATLANTA — With Kevin Durant double-teamed, the shot clock winding down, Jeff

Green put the ball on the floor.

Driving 35-feet to slam home the biggest basket of the game — arguably the biggest

basket of the season — Green's dunk with 12.2 seconds left gave the Thunder a two-

possession lead, the highlight of their 94-91 win over Atlanta ON Monday afternoon at

Philips Arena.

“That play was unbelievable, crazy,” said Thunder guard Thabo Sefolosha. “I had a good

view. With his shoulder ahead of him, when he jumped, I was like, ‘This is going to be

nice!' ”

Green, like Russell Westbrook in recent games, is showing that the Thunder has other

late-game options if opponents continue to double-team Durant with the game on the

line.

The play was even more impressive considering Green dunked over Josh Smith, third in

the NBA in blocked shots.

“I reached in, and he kind of took my balance from me,” Smith said. “I had to contest

the shot. But I knew he was going to make it because he can palm the basketball

extremely well. And he had a step on me.”

The play was designed for Durant, but Atlanta denied Green getting the ball back to

Oklahoma City's soon-to-be All-Star.

“There were six or seven seconds left (on the shot clock),” Durant said. “As athletic as

Jeff is, once they pressured him all the way to half court, it's an easy opportunity for a

drive. He came through and finished.

“It was a big-time play. If he had laid it up, Josh Smith is such a great shot-blocker, he'd

had got that.”

Green, who said he was just trying to make a play, was instrumental in two pivotal

defensive stops in the final seconds to hand Atlanta a rare home loss. The Hawks fell to

16-5 at home this season.

The Hawks trailed by as many as 15 points. They hadn't led since the middle of the first

quarter but rallied to within 90-88 on the possession before Green's dunk.
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It was Green who smothered Joe Johnson in the lane. Johnson missed a 6-footer.

Sefolosha grabbed the rebound. After Green hit a free throw to complete a three-point

play on the dunk, Atlanta guard Mike Bibby drained a corner 3-pointer to cut the lead

to 93-91, giving the Hawks hope.

When Durant failed to seal the win by missing his only free throw all day, Green was the

one guarding Jamal Crawford, looking for a 3-pointer to tie the game and send it to

overtime. Green pushed Crawford out far enough that Crawford had to attempt a 28-

footer that clanged off the rim.

“We knew this would be a tough matchup,” said Oklahoma City coach Scott Brooks.

“They have so many guys that can make plays. They have a lot of guys that can handle

the ball and attack the basket. In the fourth quarter, we did a really good job

defensively.”

Atlanta shot 26.1 percent in the fourth quarter to continue what has been a winning

formula for the Thunder all season.

In 23 wins, Oklahoma City has held opponents to 91.7 points, 39.6 percent shooting in

the fourth quarter.

“Today was our brand of basketball,” Durant said. “The Hawks were making tough

shots. But we felt if we could get some stops we could win. We did that for the most

part.”

The Thunder is the first Western Conference team to win in Philips Arena this season.

Their previous home losses were against New York (twice), Orlando and Cleveland.

“I was telling the guys this is a really good win for us because they're probably playing

the best basketball of anyone in the league,” Durant said of the Hawks. “They have so

many weapons. We did a good job of helping each other out. We got a lot of big stops to

get a big win.”

And a big dunk.
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